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When My Brother Was An Aztec
While playing hide-and-seek with her brother,
Little Giraffe describes him to other animals, and
wonders how she will ever be just like him.
A fast-paced debut that draws upon reservation
folklore, pop culture, fractured gospels, and her
brother's addiction to methamphetamine
From bestselling author and actress Holly
Robinson Peete--a heartwarming story about a
boy who happens to be autistic, based on Holly's
son, who has autism. "Charlie has autism. His
brain works in a special way. It's harder for him
to make friends. Or show his true feelings. Or
stay safe." But as his big sister tells us, for
everything that Charlie can't do well, there are
plenty more things that he's good at. He knows
the names of all the American presidents. He
knows stuff about airplanes. And he can even
play the piano better than anyone he
knows.Actress and national autism spokesperson
Holly Robinson Peete collaborates with her
daughter on this book based on Holly's 10-yearold son, who has autism.
Well, what can I say? My brother is Jesus! My life
was very interesting growing up. People were
always trying to impress him. Growing up I heard
people ask him some of the smartest and
dumbest questions. I also got to see how my
brother changed many lives. Yeah my brother is
amazing and I loved my brother growing up.
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Well, most of the time......Ugh....There was a
period where me and Him had issues. Buy Now
Helping Kids Understand Autism Through a
Sibling's Eyes
My Brother Sammy
My Brother Made Me Do it
Sometimes My Brother
Fifty years after Where the Wild Things Are was published
comes the last book Maurice Sendak completed before his
death in May 2012, My Brother's Book. With influences from
Shakespeare and William Blake, Sendak pays homage to his
late brother, Jack, whom he credited for his passion for
writing and drawing. Pairing Sendak's poignant poetry with
his exquisite and dramatic artwork, this book redefines what
mature readers expect from Maurice Sendak while
continuing the lasting legacy he created over his long,
illustrious career. Sendak's tribute to his brother is an
expression of both grief and love and will resonate with his
lifelong fans who may have read his children's books and will
be ecstatic to discover something for them now. Pulitzer
Prize‒winning literary critic and Shakespearean scholar
Stephen Greenblatt contributes a moving introduction.
Eleven-year-old Julie Welsh--who suffers from juvenile
arthritis--shares her deepest secrets and feelings with her
pen pal--eighty-nine-year-old Mrs. Kaplan who lives in
Kansas.
My Brother Was an Only Child was Jack Douglas very
first humour book, having written for famous radio and
television celebrities such as Jack Paar, Bob Hope, Bing
Crosby and Jimmy Durante, as well as TV shows such as
Adventures of Harriet and Ozzie , The George Gobel
Show , and Laugh-In . It perfectly captures the sense of
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humour prevalent in this era and is as refreshing and sidesplittingly funny now as it was then.
This engaging picture book shows everyday life with little
crow siblings when one of them is on the autism spectrum.
My Brother Otto is a child-friendly, endearing, and fun
picture book for children about the love, acceptance, and
understanding a sister, Piper, has for her little brother Otto,
who is on the autism spectrum. The book provides
explanations for Otto s differences and quirkiness in an
easy-to-understand language, and highlights Otto s desires
for adventure and love̶just like his peers. To be more
specific, My Brother Otto is a sweet story about a sister and a
brother who engage in common, everyday experiences in
their own unique way with the idea that kindness and
understanding always win! Lexile: 570L Meg Raby holds a
Master s degree in Speech-Language Pathology with a
certification in Autism Spectrum Disorders from the
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, and has several years of
experience working with children ages 2‒17 on the autism
spectrum. Meg recently started a booming handle on
Instagram, called @bedtime.stories.forevermore, promoting
literacy and highlighting only the best in children s books.
This is her first book. Elisa Pallmer studied design at Escuela
de Diseño del INBA and English Literature at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico. Her focus is on
illustrations for children, and she lives in Mexico City.
Regaining Dignity in the Face of Crime, Poverty, and Racism
in the American South
The Brother Book
My Brother is a Superhero
My Brother and Me
Meeting with My Brother

This is an invaluable contribution to helping typically
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developing children understand that a child with autism is
a child first, and is someone interesting to know. Sarah
gives insight into the sibling relationship in a way only a
child would know. The book is heart-warming and
introspective, with a writing style that makes it
appropriate for children and adults alike.
Sammy does not go to school with his older brother.
Sammy has to go to school on a special bus. They cannot
play in the park together. Sammy lies under the tree and
watches the leaves. They are constantly at cross purposes
because Sammy is autistic and does not know how to be a
'normal brother.' Then one day the older brother realises
that he should not demand everything on his own terms
and that Sammy's way of doing things may not be so bad.
This moving book realistically portrays life with an autistic
child in the family. It does not promise any simple solution
but reminds us all that understanding and compromise are
vital ingredients in a good relationship.
The classic story of one family torn apart by the
Revolutionary War All his life, Tim Meeker has looked up
to his brother. Sam is smart and brave, and is now a part
of the American Revolution. Not everyone in town wants
to be a part of the rebellion. Most are supporters of the
British, including Tim and Sam's father. With the war
soon raging, Tim knows he will have to make a choice
between the Revolutionaries and the Redcoats, and
between his brother and his father.
In this New York Times bestseller, follow the author of
The Notebook as he travels the world with his brother
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learning about faith, loss, connection, and hope. As
moving as his bestselling works of fiction, Nicholas
Sparks's unique memoir, written with his brother,
chronicles the life-affirming journey of two brothers bound
by memories, both humorous and tragic. In January 2003,
Nicholas Sparks and his brother, Micah, set off on a threeweek trip around the globe. It was to mark a milestone in
their lives, for at thirty-seven and thirty-eight respectively,
they were now the only surviving members of their family.
Against the backdrop of the wonders of the world and
often overtaken by their feelings, daredevil Micah and the
more serious, introspective Nicholas recalled their
rambunctious childhood adventures and the tragedies that
tested their faith. And in the process, they discovered
startling truths about loss, love, and hope. Narrated with
irrepressible humor and rare candor, and including
personal photos, Three Weeks with My Brother reminds
us to embrace life with all its uncertainties . . . and most of
all, to cherish the joyful times, both small and momentous,
and the wonderful people who make them possible.
My Brother Martin
A Novella
My Brother, My Sister, and I
My Brother Sam Is Dead
He's My Brother
My Brother Is Getting Arrested Again
celebrates the contradictions and quandaries
of contemporary American life. These
subversive, frequently self-mocking narrative
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poems are by turns funny and serious, booksmart and street-smart, lyrical and colloquial.
Set in Philadelphia, Paris and New Jersey, the
poems are at ease with sex happiness and sex
trouble, girl-talk and grownup married life,
genre parody and antiwar politics, family
warfare and family love. Unsentimental but
full of emotion, Daisy Fried's new collection,
a finalist for the 2005 James Laughlin Prize,
is unforgettable.
Jamaica Kincaid's brother Devon Drew died of
AIDS on January 19, 1996, at the age of thirtythree. Kincaid's incantatory, poetic, and often
shockingly frank recounting of her brother's
life and death is also a story of her family on
the island of Antigua, a constellation centered
on the powerful, sometimes threatening
figure of the writer's mother. My Brother is
an unblinking record of a life that ended too
early, and it speaks volumes about the
difficult truths at the heart of all families. My
Brother is a 1997 National Book Award
Finalist for Nonfiction.
In My Brother's Image is the extraordinary
story of Eugene Pogany's father and uncleidentical twin brothers born in Hungary of
Jewish parents but raised as devout Catholic
converts until the Second World War
unraveled their family. In eloquent prose,
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Pogany portrays how the Holocaust destroyed
the brothers' close childhood bond: his father,
a survivor of a Nazi internment camp,
denounced Christianity and returned to the
Judaism of his birth, while his uncle, who
found shelter in an Italian monastic
community during the war, became a
Catholic priest. Even after emigrating to
America the brothers remained estranged,
each believing the other a traitor to their
family's faith. This tragic memoir is a rich,
moving family portrait as well as an objective
historical account of the rupture between
Jews and Catholics.
The death of a sibling is unlike any other.
Gloria Reuben’s little brother died just before
his twenty-second birthday. Two decades
later, her oldest brother Denis died two
weeks short of his sixtieth birthday. Just as
Gloria felt like she was finally healing from
David’s death, the shock of Denis’ unexpected
death was almost too much to take. In My
Brothers’ Keeper, Gloria bares her soul as
she reveals the intimate details of her life at
home as a young girl. How the death of her
father when she was twelve shaped her view
of love and life. How David’s death was the
impetus for her move from Canada to the
United States. And how her brother Denis
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was her heart’s twin in a multitude of ways.
Gloria, most well known as an actress, debuts
her talent as a writer in My Brothers’ Keeper,
an intimate and honest tribute to David and
Denis. Their lives. Their deaths. And the hope
that awaits. “Gloria has written a truly
wonderful and inspirational tribute to her
brothers and to life. Helpful to all of us who
have suffered losses.”—Pete Earley
All about My Brother
The Book That Ate My Brother
My Brother Needs an Operation
My Brother
An Eight-Year-Old Sister's Introduction to
Her Brother Who Has Autism
Roc was the man on the streets of Philadelphia, until
his younger brother decided it was time to become
his own man by wreaking havoc on Roc's crew
without any regards for the blood relation they share.
Drug, murder, mayhem and the pursuit of happiness
can lead to deadly consequences. This story can only
be told by a person who has lived it.
A young boy describes the experiences of his slow
learning younger brother at school and at home.
Becky slowly returns to the activities she enjoyed
with her big brother, John, after learning that he is
still part of her family, even after his death.
A boy describes some of the many feelings he has
about his brother Sammy, who is autistic.
We're Very Good Friends, My Brother and I
My Brother Otto
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Two Brothers. Loved. And Lost.
Just Like My Brother
Twin Brothers Separated by Faith after the Holocaust

When Charlie's brother, Joe, is called up to fight in
World War II, he promises to write letters to ten-yearold Charlie as often as he can. It won't make up for
not being there to help Charlie out with the
neighborhood bullies, but it's all Joe can do. Life is
tough for a soldier, and Joe tells Charlie all about it,
from long hikes in endless rain and mud to the stray
dog his company adopts. But when Joe is sent on a
secret mission with the one soldier he can't stand, he
will have to face risks that place their mission -- and
their lives -- in grave danger. Charlie knew his
brother was strong, but he will discover that Joe is
more of a hero than he lets on. Will Joe's letters give
Charlie the strength to stand up for himself and be
brave, too?
Bestselling and beloved creator Todd Parr brings his
trademark wit and wisdom to this celebration of all
different kinds of brothers, perfect for children
expecting new siblings! Some brothers are big.
Some brothers are little. Some brothers are quiet.
Some brothers are a little wild. All brothers are a
special part of your family! Following up on his family
classics The Mommy Book, The Daddy Book, The
Grandma Book, and The Grandpa Book, Todd Parr
turns to siblings! With his trademark childlike art,
Todd celebrates all different kinds of brothers.
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Whether they are older or younger, enjoy playing
sports or dancing, or prefer to hang out together or
need time to themselves, brothers are always a
special part of your family. This sibling celebration is
perfect for brothers of all ages, and for older boys
and girls who are expecting a new little one.
First published in hardback by Viking, 2015.
Looks at the early life of Martin Luther King, Jr., as
seen through the eyes of his older sister.
Three Weeks with My Brother
My Brothers' Keeper
My Brother the Duck
Why I Love My Brother
My Brother Sammy is Special

Three-year old Foster explains his perspective of his
older brother, Gavin, who has autism. Shows the
challenges the boys face and the obstacles they
overturn. Demonstrates what autism is all about, and lets
other siblings of children with autism know tha
Tell your brother how much you love him in this sweet
and fun book with the characters from Mr. Men Little
Miss! Whether your brother's games and tickles make
you happy or his silly tricks make you giggle, he's always
there to make life more fun. Mr. Tickle, Happy, Mischief,
and many more Mr. Men friends are here to show your
brother how much you love him. The perfect book for
your brother's birthday, a new baby brother or big
brother, or for sharing any time you want to say, "I love
you, too." Children can also add their own words about
their brother at the end of the book to make it a special,
personalized gift.
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Joey's life changes a great deal when his little brother,
Alex, goes to the hospital. Includes information for
parents, questions for the reader, a hospital diary, and
activities.
A young boy describes his life with his brother.
My Brother Jesus the Christ
My Brother Was An Only Child
My Brother, My Sister and Me
My Brother's Book
A First Look at Sibling Rivalry
A new sibling book with humor, heart, and a dash of the
scientific process sure to delight young readers. Is Stella's
new baby brother a duck? All the evidence seems to be
pointing in that direction, but Stella knows that scientists can't
just wing it. Further research is definitely required. This sweet
and silly book is just ducky for new siblings, fledgling
scientists and anyone who loves a good laugh. · Read-aloud
books for children and siblings · Pat Zietlow Miller has
published numerous children's books, including the critically
acclaimed Be Kind. For new siblings who enjoyed The New
Small Person, Little Miss Big Sis, and Julius Baby of the
World will love the sweet and silly humor of My Brother the
Duck. · Children's books for ages 3–5 · New siblings, big
sister books · STEM principles Pat Zietlow Miller is the is the
award-winning picture book author of Be Kind, Sophie's
Squash, Sharing the Bread, The Quickest Kid in Clarksville,
and Wherever You Go, among others. Daniel Wiseman is a
growing presence in children's books, having illustrated a
dozen books in the past three years.
A boy imagines amazing adventures he will have when his
brother arrives home.
The author of the critically acclaimed SO FAR FROM THE
BAMBOO GROVE continues her autobiography, describing
the hardships, poverty, tragedies,
and struggles of life for her
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and her two older siblings, living as refugees in post-World
War II Japan.
When My Brother Was an AztecCopper Canyon Press
Before My Brother Came
My Brother Simple
Always My Brother
My Brother Charlie
My Brother Moochie

Yi Mun-yol's Meeting with My Brother is narrated by a
middle-aged South Korean professor, also named Yi,
whose father abandoned his family and defected to the
North at the outbreak of the Korean War. Many years
later, despite having spent most of his life under a cloud
of suspicion as the son of a traitor, Yi is prepared to
reunite with his father. Yet before a rendezvous on the
Chinese border can be arranged, his father dies. Yi then
learns for the first time that he has a half-brother, whom
he chooses to meet instead. As the two confront their
shared legacy, their encounter takes a surprising turn.
Meeting with My Brother represents the political and
psychological complexity of Koreans on both sides of the
border, offering a complex yet poignant perspective on the
divisions between the two countries. Through a series of
charged conversations, Yi explores the nuances of
reunification, both political and personal. This
semiautobiographical account draws on Yi's own
experience of growing up with an absent father who
defected to the North and the stigma of family disloyalty.
First published in Korea in 1994, Meeting with My
Brother is a moving and illuminating portrait of the
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relationships sundered by one of the world's starkest
barriers.
The Specialist helps Tyler defeat an evil book that eats
people.
Girls, boys, love, lust, and a brother called Simple. The
alternative coming-of-age story which has been critically
acclaimed across Europe will now hit British shores
Featuring children’s own words and heart-warming
pictures, this book is the perfect gift for a brother, or for
children expecting a new sibling.
My Brother's Shadow
When My Brother Gets Home
My Brother is Getting Arrested Again
Blood of My Brother
Brave Like My Brother
A rare first-person account that combines a journalist’s
skilled reporting with the raw emotion of a younger
brother’s heartfelt testimony of what his family endured
after his eldest brother killed a man and was sentenced to
life in prison. At the age of nine, Issac J. Bailey saw his
hero, his eldest brother, taken away in handcuffs, not to
return from prison for thirty-two years. Bailey tells the
story of their relationship and of his experience living in a
family suffering from guilt and shame. Drawing on
sociological research as well as his expertise as a
journalist, he seeks to answer the crucial question of why
Moochie and many other young black men—including half
of the ten boys in his own family—end up in the criminal
justice system. What role do poverty, race, and faith play?
What effect does living in the South, in the Bible Belt,
have? And why is their experience understood as an
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acceptable trope for black men, while white people who
commit crimes are never seen in this generalized way? My
Brother Moochie provides a wide-ranging yet intensely
intimate view of crime and incarceration in the United
States, and the devastating effects on the incarcerated,
their loved ones, their victims, and society as a whole. It
also offers hope for families caught in the incarceration
trap: though the Bailey family’s lows have included prison
and bearing the responsibility for multiple deaths, their
highs have included Harvard University, the White House,
and a renewed sense of pride and understanding that
presents a path forward.
Fans of David Almond’s Skellig and Patrick Ness’s A
Monster Calls will embrace this deeply affecting middle
grade novel in which a girl suffering from terrible grief
befriends a mysterious wild boy. When I saw him that first
time I screamed—a small and silent scream, all inside, in
my gut. Eleven-year-old Kaia, who has felt isolated since
her older brother committed suicide more than a year
before, befriends a wild boy who mysteriously appears at
her London school. Though the boy is mute and can only
communicate with a flash of his gray eyes, he might be the
friend Kaia needs to bring her through her grief. Here’s a
fascinating story, which offers a fresh and completely
original portrayal of loss and renewal. "Readers who love
stories of overcoming personal struggles and emotional
strife will eat this up." —Booklist "Fans of realistic fiction...
will surely devour Avery’s latest." —School Library Journal
"[Kaia's] confessional narration and self-aware
observations yield a believable and haunting portrait of
grief." —Publishers Weekly
MY Bees non-fiction series in an accessible picture-book
format that deals with difficult personal, social and
emotional issues for younger children. The series is
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designed to meet parental needs as well as supply teachers
with a useful tool for classroom discussion. The text
addresses the chyild directly and is designed to encourage
interaction between parents/teachers and the child. Also
included are helpful notes for parents and teachers.
A Sister Remembers Growing Up with the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
When My Brother Was an Aztec
In My Brother's Image
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